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“Di-Neutron” Configuration of 6He
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Two-neutron transfer reactions induced by the Borromean nucleus6He on 4He and1H targets are
analyzed within a realistic four-body model. Available experimental data are well described, and
the “di-neutron” configuration of the6He nucleus that is found to make the dominant contribution
the cross sections of the two-neutron transfer reactions. [S0031-9007(99)09437-5]
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Among the neutron drip-line nuclei there are the ve
interesting cases of the Borromean nuclei consisting of
inert core and two valence neutrons which cannot bind
the core separately but only as a pair. Then-n correlations
lead to the formation of a two-neutron halo structure o
served in6He,11Li, and 14Be. Although experiments with
secondary radioactive beams have focused much on
properties of11Li, the case of6He can be even more inter-
esting both from the experimental and theoretical points
view. In particular, the “di-neutron” and “cigarlike” con-
figurations, predicted for6He ground state (g.s.) structure
[1] await further experimental exploration. Good unde
standing of the two-neutron correlations in6He will allow
us to study more confidently the multineutron correlation
in heavier helium isotopes and in other light neutron-ric
nuclei.

Transfer reactions provide a good tool for studying th
structural parameters and spectroscopic factors of nucl
configurations such as contained in the6He g.s. wave func-
tion. The energy region of 10–30 MeVynucleon seems to
be favorable for few-nucleon transfer reactions induced
light exotic nuclei. In slow collisions (#5 MeVynucleon)
a strong channel coupling can significantly complicate t
reaction mechanism and prevent simple theoretical mod
and unambiguous conclusions. For higher collision e
ergies the probability of transfer processes becomes l
and less. Furthermore, simple reaction mechanisms sho
play a dominant role in transfer processes if light targe
of simple structure are used. Experimental results have
cently been obtained at FLNR (Dubna) on the reaction
2n transfer in collisions of6He with 4He and1H targets at
beam energy of 151 MeV [2,3]. In this Letter we prese
the main results of our analysis of these experimental d
with the focus on new direct information on the structur
of the halo nucleus6He, in particular, on the role of its di-
neutron configuration.

In describing reactions with Borromean nuclei (suc
as 6He) we take advantage of their predominant few
body structure, but still we have to consider the combin
motion of no less than four particles: target nucleus1

projectile consisting of a core and two halo nucleons. W
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cannot yet solve the Schrödinger equation exactly w
realistic two-body interaction potentials. At sufficiently
high energies (above 20 MeVynucleon) the direct reaction
mechanisms should dominate and the distorted-wave B
approximation (DWBA) (with well-determined initial and
final asymptotic states and a realistic transfer interactio
is known to be applicable for a description of1n- and
2n-transfer reactions [4]. So, we restrict the degrees
freedom by considering a four-body system and restr
the reaction dynamics to the contribution of only a on
step direct reaction mechanism.

The two nucleon transfer reaction can be written
1 1 f2s34dg ! f1s34dg 1 2. The motion of two valence
nucleons (3 and 4) is of special interest in Borromean n
clei. In the entrance channel the coordinate set (x, yi , Ri)
is most convenient for calculation of the incoming dis
torted wavex

s1d
i sRid and the three-body bound stat

wave function of the projectileC
s234d
i sx, yid; herex is the

vector between the two valence nucleons andyi describes
the relative position of the nucleon pair and the core.
thorough understanding of the exotic genuine few-bo
structure of halo nuclei is of prime interest. For that pu
pose we use accurately calculated three-body bound s
wave functionsC

s234d
i sx, yd (core1 N 1 N) making an

expansion over hyperspherical harmonics and solving n
merically the coupled Schrödinger equations [1,5].

We write the transition amplitude in standard DWBA
form

TDWBA
fi 

q
SiSf kx s2d

kf
C

s134d
f jDV jC

s234d
i x

s1d
ki

l , (1)

where DV is the transfer interaction taken in the pos
(V23 1 V24 1 V12 2 UOM

f ) or prior (V13 1 V14 1

V12 2 UOM
i ) form which are identical in the case o

6He 1 4He collision. This DWBA transition amplitude
is a nine-dimensional integral which takes into accou
the intrinsic three-body motion in the projectile an
ejectile and should be evaluated accurately to understa
the influence of the internal structure of the loosely boun
projectile on the reaction dynamics. Thus, we may b
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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able to obtain information concerning the internal struc
ture of Borromean nuclei directly from the analysis o
experimental2n transfer cross sections. We calculate th
nine-dimensional integral (1) explicitly (without serious
simplifications) by integrating directly overx, yi, andRi ,
i.e., without partial wave decomposition of the distorte
waves. The halo neutrons may also be transferred s
quentially—one by one, but the nature of the Borromea
nucleus itself (absence of two-body bound state in5He
and strong neutron-neutron correlations) makes us belie
that the simultaneous transfer of the neutrons is a ma
part of the two-neutron transfer reactions induced by6He.
In (1) Si and Sf are the spectroscopic factors giving the
weights of the three-body configuration (i.e., inert cor
plus two nucleons) in the ground state of the projecti
nucleus [2(3,4)] and in the residual nucleus [1(3,4)
correspondingly. For a real halo nucleus this spectr
scopic factor should be close to unity (a necessary but n
sufficient condition for the formation of a nuclear halo)
Thus, comparison of the absolute values of experimen
and calculated two-neutron transfer cross sections alrea
allows us to probe if the nucleus under study has
three-cluster form—an inert core plus two nucleons. Fo
the 6He nucleus this seems natural due to the compa
a-particle core, but for heavier exotic nuclei (even th
Borromean ones) it should be tested separately.

Figure 1 shows the spatial correlation density plot fo
the ground state of6He,

Psx, yd  x2y2
Z

jC
s234d
i sx, ydj2 dVx dVy . (2)

The plot exhibits two prominent peaks: a “di-neutronlike
peak with the two valence neutrons located together w
outside thea particle and a cigarlike peak with the va-
lence neutrons positioned on opposite sides of thea parti-
cle. These configurations are shown schematically in t
inset of Fig. 1. A “direct” experimental observation of this
two-component structure of6He, a “filter” which could de-
termine their relative weights, would be of great interes
Their origin is connected with dominance ofL  S  0
motion in the01 g.s. of6He and the Pauli principle block-
ing thes motion and making the valence nucleons fill th
1p state in a shell model picture. This is especially clea

FIG. 1. Spatial correlation density plot for the01 ground
state of 6He. Two components—di-neutron and cigarlike—
are shown schematically.
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within the cluster-orbital shell model approximation [1]
Switching off the neutron-neutron interaction and intro
ducing one-particle oscillator functions for the neutron
core relative motionf1psrkd , rk exps2br2

k d sk  1, 2d
we easily find forL  S  0,

C00 , sr1 ? r2de2bsr2
1 1r2

2 d 

"
y2 2

√
x
2

!2#
e22bf y21s x

2
d2g.

(3)

So, in the absence ofVnn there are two distinguishable
maxima of equal heights in the6He bound state wave
function and only the neutron-neutron interaction mak
the di-neutron component more pronounced.

To find the contributions of these two components
the 2n transfer cross section we have to somehow proje
the total wave functionC6Hesx, yd onto the di-neutron and
cigarlike configurations. As can be seen from Fig. 1 an
Eq. (3) the two configurations are located on different sid
of the liney  xy2. Entering the coordinatej  sxy2 2

ydy
p

1 1 1y4 which changes along the path orthogonal
the separating liney  xy2, we may define the operators
P̂di-n  f1 1 expsjyj0dg21 andP̂cig  1 2 P̂di-n, which
approximately divide the total tree-body wave functio
into the di-neutron and cigarlike parts

C6Hesx, yd  C
di-n
6He 1 C

cig
6He ; P̂di-nC6He 1 P̂cigC6He .

(4)

To avoid the artificial oscillations that a sharp cutoff woul
introduce, we use the Fermi-type projection given abov
The overlap of the two components is found to be less th
12% if we choosej0  0.65 fm or less; see Fig. 2.

Experimental data on the elastic scattering of6He 1
4He at the beam energy of 151 MeV are shown in Fig.
To analyze these results, we first described the forwa
angle data within the standard optical model (OM). Un
fortunately, forward angle elastic scattering cross sectio
are available only in the rather narrow center-of-mass a
gular region 17±–59±. A fitting of thes data does not give
reliable OM potential parameters. Instead, we took as o
starting point the OM potential previously found for th
case of6Li 1 4He elastic scattering atEc.m.  99.6 MeV

FIG. 2. Correlation density plots for the ground state o
6He projected onto the di-neutron (left) and cigarlike (righ
configurations—Eq. (4).
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FIG. 3. The 6He 1 4He elastic scattering at Elab 
151 MeV. The thin curves 1 and 2 show the potentia
scattering (see text). The thick solid line corresponds to then
exchange process, whereas the dashed and dotted lines s
the contributions of the di-neutron and cigarlike configuration
of 6He to the 2n-transfer process.

[6]. With a small variation of these OM potential parame
ters we were able to obtain a rather good fit of the forwa
angle data; see curve 1 in Fig. 3 and set 1 of Table I. E
perimental data for elastic scattering in a wider forwar
angle region are desirable for final conclusions regardi
the OM potential parameters of the6He 1 4He interac-
tion. The elastic scattering cross section with the re
double-folding potential proposed by Bayeet al. [7] for
the 6He 1 4He interaction and an imaginary OMP part
that of set 1 (Table I) is shown by curve 2 in Fig. 3.

At the backward angular range of130± 160± the
experimental elastic scattering cross section is abo
3 orders of magnitude larger than that calculated wi
standard OM code. As was expected, no reasonable
of OM parameters could reproduce the yield of the6He
nuclei observed in the backward direction at such a hig
incident energy. This definitely means that the6He elastic
scattering events observed in this backward angular reg
are in fact the result of two-neutron exchange with the4He
target-nucleus.

Using the OM parameters of Table I (set 1) and a spi
independent interactionV23  V24  Van of Gaussian
shape with depth of247 MeV and widthb  2.4 fm (the
spin-orbital part of this interaction is much less and give
TABLE I. Optical model parameters.

Ec.m. V vol
0 RV aV Wvol

0 RW aW

Set (MeV) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm)

1, 6He 1 4He 60.4 2102.5 1.78 0.920 213.0 3.85 0.500
2, 6He 1 1H 21.6 240.7 2.11 0.573 23.8 2.80 0.931
3, 4He 1 3He 23.4 2130.0 1.64 0.217 21.8 2.12 0.700
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a much smaller contribution to the transfer cross section
we have calculated the cross section of the2n transfer
process in the reaction4Hes6He, 4Hed6Hesg.s.d within our
four-body three-dimensional approach. The resulting2n
exchange cross section is shown in Fig. 3 by the thic
solid curve. By slightly varying the OM parameters and
(or) the parameters of the transfer interactionDV we
may obtain a somewhat better fit to the backward-ang
experimental data. We did not pursue this because
rather large experimental errors and experimental reactio
cross sections which for the time being are limited to th
angular interval of 125±–158±. Instead of aiming at a
precise fitting of the available experimental data, we hav
tried to elucidate the dynamics of the reaction and th
sensitivity of the2n transfer cross section to the double-
component structure of6He.

Inserting the wave functionsCdi-n
6He  P̂di-nC6He and

C
cig
6He  P̂cigC6He separately into the transition amplitude

(1) instead ofC
s134d
f sx, yfd and retaining the total wave

function C
s234d
i sx, yid (to keep the normalization), we

found the contributions of the di-neutron and cigarlike
configurations to the2n transfer cross section of the
4Hes6He, 4Hed6He reaction shown in Fig. 3. The contri-
butions of the two components are quite different. A
backward angles the di-neutron configuration of6He de-
termines the two-neutron transfer reaction. This fact re
flects a larger weight of this configuration in the ground
state of6He and a predominant surface localization of the
2n transfer process leading to forward emission of th
ejectiles. With increasing transferred momentum the con
tribution of smaller impact parameters to the transfer cros
section becomes larger and the role of the cigarlike con
figuration located near to the core increases—Fig. 3.

A hydrogen target may be the most preferable for study
ing the structure and spatial configurations of exotic nucle
at medium energies. The short range of proton-neutro
interaction and sufficiently small radius of3H should lead
to a much higher selectivity of transfer reactions to the
two spatial configurations in6He. We may expect, for
example, that in peripheral collisions only closely located
neutrons in6He could be captured by the proton (with for-
mation of3H) with a large probability. The measured [3]
2n transfer cross section in the1Hs6He, 4Hed3H reaction at
beam energy of 151 MeV is compared in Fig. 4 with the
deuteron transfer in the6Li sp, 3Hed4He reaction obtained
previously in [8] at just the same energy.
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FIG. 4. Cross sections of the1Hs6He, 4Hed3H reaction at
Ec.m.  21.6 MeV (solid circles) and the6Li sp, 3Hed4He reac-
tion at Ec.m.  21.4 MeV (open circles).

Three main differences between the two reactions c
be seen. (i) The forward-backward angular asymmet
in the two reactions is opposite. Note that the domina
yield of 3He at backward angles in the6Li sp, 3Hed4He re-
action is mainly due to transfer of3H from 6Li, whereas
the deuteron transfer contributes mainly to the forwa
angle emission of3He in this reaction [9]. So, it seems
(even without calculation) that3H 1 3H clusterization of
6He is less probable than the corresponding3H 1 3He
configuration in6Li. (ii) The oscillations of the angu-
lar distribution in the1Hs6He, 4Hed3H reaction are much
more pronounced than for the6Li sp, 3Hed4He reaction.
This may indicate a “purer” reaction mechanism and be
ter l matching (zero angular momentum transfer) in th
1Hs6He, 4Hed3H reaction, because a coherent sum of th
contributions coming from different reaction mechanism
and sum over magnetic numbers of transferred angular m
mentum usually tend to smoothen an interference structu
of the angular distributions in transfer reactions. (iii) Th
absolute value of the available2n transfer cross section in
the forward hemisphere in the1Hs6He, 4Hed3H reaction is
slightly larger than the deuteron transfer cross section fro
the 6Li. This could be related to the more disperse2n
halo wave function in6He comparing with a more bound
deuteron state in6Li.

Data on elastic scattering of tritons froma particles
at center-of-mass energies around 30 MeV do not se
to exist; hence we used available data on3He 1 4He
elastic scattering [10]. Fitting these data and data
6He 1 1H elastic scattering [3] we found correspondin
OM parameters (Table I), which were used in calculation
of the2n transfer reaction1Hs6He, 4Hed3H within our four-
body approach. The3H bound state three-body wave
function C

s134d
3H is not our main interest and was suppose

to have a simple Jastrow form [11] with appropriat
asymptotic behavior and a realistic value of the rms matt
radius of 3H. Because of a short-range behavior th
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function C
s134d
3H influences mainly an absolute value of

the transfer cross section. The prior form of the transfe
interactionDV was used with a proton-a interactionV12
taken from [12] and ap-n interaction of Gaussian shape
with 245 MeV depth and 1.7 fm width. The calculated2n
transfer cross section is shown in Fig. 4 by the solid line
whereas the dashed and dotted lines show the contributio
of the di-neutron and cigarlike configurations of6He to this
process.

Comparison of calculated and experimental reactio
cross sections and analysis of the2n transfer reaction
dynamics allow us to conclude that (i) the three-bod
n-n-a configuration of the6He nucleus has a weight close
to unity; i.e., the spectroscopic factorSs2ndas6Hed ø 1.
(ii) The di-neutron component of this three-body con
figuration dominates in2n transfer reactions induced
by the Borromean nucleus6He at energies higher than
10 MeVynucleon. This dominance is especially striking
in the case of a hydrogen target. (iii)3H 1 3H clusteri-
zation in 6He seems to be much less probable compare
with the 3H 1 3He configuration of6Li.

Based on our encouraging findings we are present
pursuing studies of multinucleon transfer with a8He beam.

The authors acknowledge discussions with B. V
Danilin, S. N. Ershov, and M. V. Zhukov.
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